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1. The purpose of the Work
“Earthquakes don’t kill people, buildings do.” It is the famous saying. Unfortunately, this
situation applies for the buildings in Bangladesh. The buildings should supply the sense of the
security.

However, Rena plaza disaster had been occurred in April in 2013. This accident was

not caused by Earthquake, it was happened by not obeying rules of Bangladesh.

After Rana Plaza, CNCRP, BSPP has been supported the safety building for Public buildings
and Garment factory. Through the experience of the project, we can say 65% of the buildings,
some of retrofitting is needed for the target of BNBC, because BNBC becomes effective in 2008.
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Earthquake Hazard & Risk Assessment was carried by CDMP, which means Bangladesh
government had been started the preparation. And the Hazards in Dhaka are estimated as
following;
<Hazards in Dhaka>
Building collapses: 72.000 buildings
Building damages : 158,000 buildings
Estimated dead peoples: 88,000

22% of Dhaka buildings
49% of Dhaka buildings
1.3% of Dhaka buildings

Financial loss:
12.7 Billion US dollars, 1.0 Trillion Taka

13.4% per GDP of Bangladesh 2009

“Do you think it is correct that we don't do anything, although we expect the huge damage if
the earthquakes occur?”

We say again the buildings should supply the sense of the security.

Kathmandu earthquake in April 2015
CNCRP, “Project for Capacity Development on Natural Disaster-Resistant Techniques of
Construction and Retrofitting for Public Buildings in the People’s Republic of Bangladesh” was
commenced in 2010 to establish the technique in Bangladesh that the buildings should supply
the sense of the security.
＜Assessment & Design>
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＜Retrofitting Constriction works>
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2. The retrofitting Procedure for Existing buildings.
Considering the existing buildings, the carry the retrofitting works are carried out the following flow.

1) Simple Inspection for model buildings
Unbearable
to
Own weight

Selection
buildings
with Drawings,
geographical
distribution

2) Detailed Inspection for model buildings

BNBC
load
investigation

Bearable
to
Own weight
Simplified evaluation by Design drawings
On site visual observation
Weight (column size, concrete strength)

Advanced simplified evaluation
On site observation (rebar arrangement,
rebound tests)

< Basic Assessment >

Setting
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Low
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proof
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Reconstruction
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Low
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earthquake
proof

Second
Level
Inspection

First Level
Inspection
As‐built drawings
On site observation)
Core sampling & compression test)
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earthquake
proof (BNBC)

All right, as it is

Sufficient
earthquake
proof (BNBC)

Demolish &
Reconstruction
Or
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Or
RETROFIT
Or
as it is

All right,
as it is

Reinforcement Arrangement & Strength
On site observation & Detailed Inspection calculation

< Detail Assessment >

< Design >

< Construction >
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2-1 Assessment
2-1-1 Basic Assessment
CNCRP established building inventory of Dhaka was prepared to know the conditions of
existing buildings in Dhaka. In this building inventory data, we can easily understand the
numbers of the building per construction ages, the building structures such as RC frame,
building stories. These data is the base data to perform the basic Assessment of the retrofitting
for the existing buildings.

Sample of inventory
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Construction Year of Brick Masonry

Construction Year of RC Frame
Other Information
Items

Data in Dhaka managed by PWD

Type

Brick Masonry 1328, RC Frame 827

Usage

Residential 1599, Non-Residential 495 and Un-known

Stories

Medium Brick Masonry 2 stories, RC Frame

5 stories
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2-1-2 Simplified evaluation.
The building design can be evaluated by Simplified evaluation whether they it has BNBC
function or not. This evaluation needs architectural drawing, structure drawing. In other
words, this evaluation is suitable for design checking based on BNBC.

Evaluation sheet

Calculation Sheet

2-1-3 Advance Simplified evaluation.
Advance Simplified evaluation applies for site information such as rebar arrangement ,
estimated concrete strength by rebound test. This evaluation also estimates whether
they it has BNBC function or not. This evaluation needs not only architectural drawing,
structure drawing but also site information. In other words, this evaluation is suitable
for design and construction quality as simplified checking based on BNBC.
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Advance simplified evaluation that is done in the site, comparing with design
documents

2-1-4 Detail Assessment
To know the actual conditions of the target buildings, we perform the
Detail Assessment of existing buildings.
Bangladesh

Japan
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If the “Is” index is less than 0.3, we will do
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the retrofitting works. After retrofitting
works the building has the “Is “index is at

3
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least 0.3.
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Is
“Is” is the index to show the vulnerability of buildings. If the “Is” is larger, the building
has an enough resistance of earthquake. In Japan, we apply this index as 0.6.
Considering the seismic situation between Japan and Bangladesh we apply it as 0.3 in
Bangladesh. It means the buildings strength of Bangladesh is almost half of the
Japanese ones. The above graph is sample of the survey in Dhaka, the situation of this
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building has a half of Bangladesh standard, and a quarter of Japanese standard.

Regarding “Is”, it is decided with considering Bangladesh building such as doing
structural test and concrete test.

So, this method is based on Bangladesh building.

Striatal test to know the building beaver in the BNBC load
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2-1-5 Retrofitting Design
To get enough strength as a building, we shall make a design drawing of retrofitting
based on the seismic assessment.

Sample of retrofitting
In Design stage, the construction cost is also estimated m Retrofitting. Through the
experience of CNCRP, retrofitting cost is 30-40% comparing of new construction building.
Anyhow, it is important to know the building situation that you work usually, we
recommend to do at least the building assessment as soon as possible.
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2-1-6 Construction
To get enough strength as a building, we shall perform the
construction works based on the retrofitting design. To
keep quality of construction. CNCRP, BSPP developed the
quality control method for Bangladesh

Daily

Report

Inspection
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Safety Drills

Site Instruction

Foundation work

Column Jacketing

Column Jacketing

Bracing

Bracing

Bracing
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3. New Construction of buildings
3-1New Construction manual
We shall take a license to work for society. The buildings also need the license..

Unfortunately, Rana Plaza collapsed in April 2013. And a huge persons were killed by the
collapse. The survey after the collapse, Rana Plaza, experts said, “ The building did not obey the
BNBC (Bangladesh National Building Code)." We strongly recommend we should obey BNBC
when we construct the buildings. The retrofitting works will be performed to 5-10 buildings per
year even if we have enough budgets. However, in Bangladesh, the more than 3,000 buildings
are constructed per one year (Rajuk). To make strengthen city against national disaster , we
must obey BNBC when we construct new buildings.

Manual for Seismic Retrofitting Evaluation of Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings
Manual for Seismic Retrofit Design of Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings
Manual for Retrofit Construction and Supervision of Reinforced Concrete Buildings
Guidelines for Quality Control of Design and Construction of Reinforced Concrete Buildings
Manual For Seismic Design of Reinforced Concrete Buildings
Manual for Vulnerability Assessment and Damage Prediction of Reinforced Concrete Buildings

<Manuals on Seismic Design of New Construction>
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4. Plan
4-1 Important buildings
Even in the disasters, the fire-department must
have the normal functions. In CNCRP, we did the
retrofit work for one of the fire stations as a pilot
project.
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4-2 Save Children

4-2 Future Plan (If possible)
Regarding to Public building, a new construction cost
depends on the conditions. Then we can't estimate exact
price without the detail design.
However, considering PWD’s experience, the general
cost is approximately TK 2000 per square feet. It is
rough estimation. On the other hand, the cost of
retrofitting price is ongoing to estimate. In our few
experience, the cost is 30-40% of the new construction building.
Shall we consider the following issue.

77,700 sft.

One trillion Taka

the average of floor area of
RCC buildings

CDMP Earthquake

Per One RCC

62,160,000 Taka
the

roughly

estimate

retrofitting cost

16,000 buildings

Per One RCC

If we have one trillion Taka we
can retrofit 16,000 building
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4-3 Training
The dissemination of the technology regarding to retrofitting works, is
important to make a resistant city against the natural disasters in
Bangladesh. More than 60 engineers of Bangladesh learn the
retrofitting technology in CNCRP project every year.
<Training Material & Conditions Training >

< Certificate Awarding Ceremony >
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